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sound. The rock stuff that I love, the jazz,
pop, and country stuff that I grew up with-
it's all bound to come out sooner or later
and there's nothing I can do about it."

McCann has been a lifelong tinkerer ever
since his father instructed him on wielding
a soldering iron, so he has a hands-on rela-
tionship with his equipment and enjoys
getting inside the guts of his guitars, ped-
als, and amps. "That all goes back to when
I was in high school and started taking apart
radios that didn't work, and trying to fix stuff .
that didn't need to be fixed, which was a
great' experience," he says. "I can fix a few
little things here and there, and I also enjoy
making my own cables. I'll buy 50 feet of
cable and use it to make five or six shorter
cables by soldering the connectors on myself,
which costs a lot less than buying ready-
made cables individually. And being able to
repair them saves even more money. I guess
I inherited a little bit of the handyman fix-
it gene from my father."

Extra Mile was mixed and mastered by
engineer, producer, and composer Shawn
Pierce, who worked from his home base in
Winnepeg, Canada, and communicated with
McCann via the Internet. "It was kind of a
strange process to get used to at first, but it
was an interesting way to work," says
McCann. "Every day we would email back
and forth and exchange files, and I'd listen
back on the reference monitors in my base-
ment studio to hear what he'd done arid
make suggestions. I guess the process took
longer than usual, but I'm really glad that
Shawn's ears were involved in the final prod-
uct. He's worked with Bill Frisell on a lot of
recordings, so I was fortunate to have him
work on mine."

One can readily hear the continuity
between Extra Mile and McCann's first
outing as a leader, 1998's Parable-though
the music on all four of his solo albums
defies easy categorization. "I'm trying to
explore all the different avenues relating
to jazz that I can," he explains. "I'm sorry
if they don't fit into the traditional cate-
gories we're all used to, such as 'fusion,'
'straight ahead,' 'avant garde,' or 'Latin.'
I don't care about any of that. I just want
to play music, and whatever I feel like writ-
ing that day is what comes out. And all of
the different types of music that I've lis-
tened to throughout my life are also going
to come out, though not necessarily
directly. There's no finite. set of rules or
regulations that you have to adhere to in
order to play jazz guitar." ~




